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there are many ways to make a lure move through the water, but most of them use some kind of vibrational motion.
two of the most popular are the york arms jig and the egg pattern. the york arms jig has a solid body and a lightly-
weighted hook. it vibrates on the bottom, but is designed to stay in the optimal biting position. the egg pattern lure
uses a heavy body and a spring-loaded weighted hook. it also vibrates on the bottom, but will move up and down

while staying in the optimal biting position. both can be very effective, especially at night. they are difficult lures to
cast, but once you get the feel of them youll be swinging them like a pro. as usual, most of the best lures are the ones

you create yourself, particularly if you can come up with a new twist. make a series of unique lure patterns that will
attract the largest bass theyve ever seen and give you the biggest fish. consider unique shapes, colors, materials and
weights, even choices like a long shank, which will attract small largemouths but not panfish. shape and size the bait

by your water temperature: productive crustaceans include anchovies, shad, sardines, salmon eggs, porgies and
smelts. small mouth minnows like fatheads, sculpins and sulpins are found in the same regions. im interested in

seeing what fish are eating your bait, so plan a trip to the research area youd like to target. for panfish, youll want to
look for increasing pressure and current on the bottom. look for deeper structure like old wood pilings, vegetation,

sunken logs and even earthworms. smallies may be found near the surface, especially if you see major flooding, but
the main concentration will be deeper. divers are usually helpful in getting at the deeper sites. remember that post-

frontal bass are often sleeping in sandy areas where they absorb a lot of energy, but when the front hits they wake up
and move in.
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as the first cold front of the year hits
the coast, many anglers are turning
to soft plastic lures. this is a good
time to start thinking about using

soft plastic lures. a soft plastic lure
is an effective tool for catching large

bass and the activity level of the
bass should be high. fishing deep
(50-100 ft) can yield better results

than shallower, but it is important to
note that you can fish deep and still
catch bass in shallow water as well.

the tips of the soft plastics are
designed to drift slowly to the
bottom and target fish below.

always keep in mind that the fish in
shallow water may be the same size
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as those in deeper water, but the
activity level may be lower. winter is
one of the best times of the year for
catching bass, but the season can
also bring challenges as the water

temperature drops. one way to deal
with the cold is to use a battery-

operated boat heater. you can find
many of these boats on sale this
time of year. you can also use a
towable boat heater. this type of

heater runs on propane and uses a
remote that attaches to the boat.
you can also use a traditional hot
water heater. the problem with
these heaters is that they are

usually only effective in shallow
water. it’s not just cold water that
brings the bass to bite. in fact, any
time a baitfish is offered, bass will
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strike. depending on the size of the
baitfish, you may need to use a

minimum of five hooks. the bigger
the bait, the more hooks you may

need. generally, the bigger the bait,
the better the fishing. if you live in
the midwest or northeast, or fish a
cold front, your first few cold fronts
will probably be on the southern or
eastern shores of most lakes. if you
live in a region that experiences the

full force of cold fronts from the
northwest, your first few fronts will

be on the northern shores.
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